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Property Tax Obsolete

Ex-Finance Director
Asks Tax Overhaul
by John Mosser

The wilderneJS envir01lfnent of mountain~ riVeT 4nd forest becomes
cl4ssroom to students engaged in Portland State's outdoor program.
For details on the challenge of this wilderness experience, see poge 7.
4

Around the Park Blocks
If the adverb"' didn't seem so inappropriate, it could be reported
that the long-awaited demolition phase of the PSC urban renewal project began quietly a few days ago. When demolition is completed some
2 - 201 years from now, the Portland Development Commission will
have acquired and sold to the College cleared land worth $11 millions
located between the Foothills freeway, Market street, and Sixth avenue.
Development of this amount of land, according to College and State
System experts, will permit Portland State in the future to accommodate about 23,500 students and a faculty and staff of about 4,000.

•

•

•

The recent announcement by State Senator Don S. Willner (DMult) that he is inviting fellow legislators to join him in sponsorship
of a bill to give university status to PSC next month has raised questions once again about the difference between a college and a university. Those concerned about the matter seem to be divided into two
groups: some who ask, in effect, what's in a name, and others who are
worried that calling Portland State a university will somehow diminish
the quality of that term as it is applied to older and better-established
institutions.
Senator Willner said he had three very practical reasons for seeking
the change: 1. The university title, in his opinion, would more accurately reflect the character of PSC programming; 2. It would permit
the institution to qualify for some non-State financial assistance which
it cannot obtain as a college; and 3. It would make the institution
more attractive to some prospective faculty members.
Many people, including some of Oregon's most respected editorial
writers, have lined up in the Senator's camp. But others, perhaps including those with more appreciation of the importance of tradition,
stoutly maintain that a university historically has been a collection of
schools and colleges, including medicine and law. That being the case,
Portland State clearly doesn't qualify.
It is unlikely that anyone at Portland State will argue that point.
But it's possible that people associated with some well respected institutions in other communities-including Corvallis-might care to do
battle if the traditionalists seem to be winning much support.

"The cisis in higher education finance" is only part of "the crisis in
education finance".
If the truth be told, and it's high
time it were, these are phony and
unnecessary cises not based on any
lack of public ability or willingness to
support education. They remind me
of the "crisis" that existed when I
first went to the Legislature in 1957.
Many of the school districts in the
state were then labled "distressed"
because they could not raise money
to build needed classrooms.
The problem was an obsolete ceiling on bonded indebtedness tied to
property values of a past year. The
"distress" disappeared when bond
limits were pegged at a reduced per"'ntage of current valul'S. Double
shifts and substandard classrooms
have since largtiy vanished as the
people supported construction programs. The only serious deficiencies
remain in Portland, where a stub.
born "pay-as·you-go" policy has neg·
lected intelligent use of credit in an
era of expanding enrollment and inflation.
Today's "crises" are not quite so
simple to solve. But they are similar
in nature, growing out of obsolete
methods of financing tied to property
values which have no relationship
either to educational needs or the fi·
nancial resources available to meet
them.
Before taking a closer look at the
current crises and a possible solution
of them, consider some of the facts
on which I base my premise that
Oregonians want to support educa·
tion:

• Over one·fourth of the Oregon
population devotes its major e[[ort to
public education-460,ooo elementary
and secondary pupils in average
daily membership; 18,000 full·time
equivalent community college students; ~9,500 full·time equivalent students in the State System of Higher
Education; and, at all levels, over
~O,OOO teachers and 17,000 other em·

ployees-to say nothing of nearly
100,000 more part time students.
o Employees and full-time students in post high school education
constitute a higher percentage of the
potential labor force than any industry in the state-even forest products.
o The State System of Higher Education alone has more full·time employees-over II,ooo-than any private
employer in Oregon.
o In 1966 Oregon had the fifth lowest rate of failure on Selective Servo
ice mental ability tests.
o Oregon's overall educational at·
tainment has been rated first in the
nation by many surveys-most recently that of Midwest Research In·
stitute, in 1967.
o In 1966-67 Oregon rated fifth
highest in the nation in per-pupil current expenditures in elementary and
secondary education and fourth high.
est in per capita tax support for high.
er education operating expenses.
o Between 1966-67 and 1968·69, the
people voted to increase local property taxes for education by nearly onethird, from $222.7 million to $29~.2
million; and legislative appropria.
tions for higher education instruction
increased nearly 25% in the current
biennium over the preceeding one.
• A Portland Community College
tax base was voted in the 1968 general election while other money measures were defeated; and a statewide
vote overwhelmingly approved bonds
for community college and higher
education construction in the 1968
May primary.
Despite the clear interest of the
people in education and the strong
evidence of their willingness to provide needed financial support, it is
clear that all is not well.
Local school budgets are voted
down with increasing frequency.
State support of elementary and
secondary education has not increased for three years and is
a much smaller percentage of the
Continued
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College Introduces New Quarterly
A regular newspaper or magazine
for alumni and other friends of the
College is one thing which Portland
State obviously has not put its money
into. The wisdom of such action is
debatable; it has saved money when
money was scarce, but it has produced
many indignant queries from people
who routinely receive publications
from other Oregon institutions.
Money still is scarce, but a little of it
now is going into two new PSC commu·
nications efforts; a monthly Calendar of
Events, and this new tabloid newspaper, which really isn't a newspaper.

For the time being, Perspective is a
quarterly look behind some of the
news which readers already will have
received from the mass media. Some
of its contents, such as the lead article
by John Mosser, will be provocative
discussions of major problems facing
higher education. Other pieces, such
as the page 8 story by Tom Burnam,
will attempt to give readers a better
understanding of faculty members,
students, and the learning process at
Portland State.
Comments are invited.

Bc.crsting at Seams

The building is rented. to outside
groups when scheduling and use are

PE Structure Scheduled to Hilt
with Classes, Night-time Activities
Educa-

gel their foils put away. and the

tion Building is un imposingly LUcked

Portland

State's

Pb}'Si,c:aJ

.swimmers hil tbe -water as soon at
the lart student .-plasher iJ OUI of the:
pool.
Oregon and Otegon State, the only
two State System insLitutiom with

up in the JOUthan, comer o( the cam-

k~n a~ ~rn:l~=thm:

way.
But

::::.

is nothing unimposing
abOut the way the two-year..old ladJ·
~

!t ~gi~~~;voncaJ:~I;

and tIu: community.
.M a result of the boom-town-typc:
growth of Pon.t.tJd Stille. thr $~.5
million ,tructure is alrea.dy bunting
2t its seam.s. Ph)'licaJ Education ad·
ministr.ators, while still involved in
taking the two-block building lhrough
iu initial "d.aktd,own" years, 21'l! ;11.
ready making plans for new ad,
ditions to keep up with the College's

growth.
"Right now we are wing me build·

::;g r~ n:r~a1: ~~ c:~c:,,:r~:J
w

mniLindu of the time between 7

!fili lDa~~eS:' i~!:!~~~U ~.

liona) we and special n-mts", declared Dr. Lee Ragx1aJl', head of the:
Oep;tnment or Health and Physical
Education.
The only lime thl! buildil18 w,',
open during the school year (or one
lyre of activity or :motbu is Saturday aItemonnl 2nd unda~ " Lade.
of interest and budget Ijmilalions

have bpt us hom coming to wiJ so
far.- IUpWc added.
Class·wise. the: 10 different stations
for irutruction and activity are in use
almost I:'\"c:ry hour (rom 7:50 a.m. to
5:50 p.m. during !be: months when its
impouibJe to go outside. "Wc're aJ·

:: phpical
~ W:Xi~:~ d':s~b~C:indo;~~
a.luouion." the: P.E deI~

part:JDC:nl head aid.

He pointaf OUt thal the addition of
two mOl'e (ull lime PE facully mem·
bt-rs would fill fO "absolute capacily"
all of the spa«: Dvailablc: under cur·
1Xll1

college: .mcdoling procedures.

)~:c: '!n::~ab~~:rt,Jtr ':'~~i:!
~U;::~;Xn::; a':E::~gp~~
Uw: OR of acibties in t.bc bui.lding.
During w bJl and ","nter mont..hJ
partiall:u-I),. duo baskc:tb:all telI:llU
move in :uld sun pr.aclice" in the tWO
It"Ull as 5000 :tl cbDeS movC' OUt:
~re\tkn tau to the mats in the
1:arJC' acti"il) room before fc:tU:~D

similar nudeAt body sitt. ha...e: scpanue bujJdjnp for athletic we.
Athktic teams already have: found
space limitations in the .'~ •• gym.
Coach r.rarjoo P~ridn'J baJketb).1I
l~

drew

""'0 .s13ndiJlg·ruom~:)OI)'

~~e~:t ~~ ib!a~edl-li:~
Westcott's WTelllen filled the howe:
45 m:intll~ beJore a dual match with

Oregon State Wt winter.
:\Jong ""ith

~,erything

else,

the

=~;h:;-i:~~ufJr~~ ~ed~~

when c:ompared with thos.e at the tWO
othu major ,talC: .schools down the
valley. (One reason (or the dirftrentt
is the Jack of II urnng (fiucmal al'ld
living gToup syncm such u lhal
which exists on the Othu twO cam·
pwcs.)
Baskctban. handball and weightlift.
hlg; to b.aJlle three' of the most popu·
lai- 1M sports, an: fitted into the

~rb~w~~ t~~~ve:i:: :n'ili~u::i~~

anotbu 1~.500 to 2.000 used the bdlitics [or tetteation or ;;ath1c.t.ics.

i!1 o~ ;:Ieo3;'k~~i:;O:~ :~m,:~i
baJJ courtS. A quid loot. at the sched·
ule sbows one good rc:uon why it
can't be done," Ragsdale uid.

Portland State's

: :.

~?~Ibt, C:~~n~n~l~ ':!d

~~ ~~~o ~h~1 of ~u~=

mUllity center" for studenu :tIKI Cae·
ult)'.

" Knowing dUlt the majority of PSC
"twelll! are on eamptlJ as indivjd·
uals and nOi m~bers oC any group.
we attempt to I1UIk~ as much time::
available .as possible for individUill
recrea;tion", R.gsd::tle said.
The hel th~n nrady hal[ the awdent body is m:lking use of the bujld
ing's wide nriel} of bcililies in .IIIY
gi,'en tum i, [nlimon~ 10 iu im·
portance While JOmt 1.200 \ludenL"i
"'~rc: rqUtrret.l for d~ in {he
building during the Spring. 1968. lerm
(OM-lhird or the student body).

and long at their t"'o-year-old home
and then look back to see how flIT
lhings have come from "The Rlack
Hole" in Old Main.

~!: ~. S~. a;~ ~~~:18\~da~1;t~~T~e flr~U;;;:::~it

8:00 p.m. in the .PSC ThealCT in Old Main

Elms.

OUI.

~a;t\i:n~~y ~:e:i~ n~~itll:;.

~~r=~1 ;:,~ ~ :~~e~~6:i

American Theater Company: Thr~e Me". on c H~J jaouuy 2'1,

new PE builditlg

ing organization and lratunaJ adhesi\'e (orees are not 2vailable. Aloog

;!d hi,s sr:r ~~!l:or:

Bllil~ the sQuLh of the

January-February Campus Calendar

iJl~!~l~:s ~eri'::~ :J~li~

~:~Is C:~~:Uar:t lb~'S'!:nr!

loo~al:
to the PE

$wimming pool. That addition will
farulty mem~ StaU and alum- probably amtilin more, ~ffi«: and labni are alsO finding the P.E Building"
handball and squash courts, swim· ~;::7ol"SP~~ ~: :~d i~=!n_IOCker
ming pool. badminton and tennLs
"This addition is going 10 be nem·
courts iand nlOning trad one of the cd in the \'~ry near fuwre". Rap-important "plw" bc:ndil'S or bc:ing .. t dale .said. But $0 £ar, iu JUSt in Lhe
Portland Stallt'. Special times are set 'illk..in~ 5lilgf. II h.sn't rached tht
asi~ [or {;lCUh)l. staff and :alumni
p.lannmg boards yet.
use of facilitics durins non'peak
£\'"en rarther in the ruture jJi a maboun.
'jm expansion of the canlpus with a
Pressure Cor we or the building by field hoU)C Iype: SlrUcture in the "au
ouaiden 13 continuoLU and probably spac~" aoo\'e the frttway, "We're
heavier ;at Portland Sute than at ;any onl)' dreaming about tluu ngh! flOW."
othu ~tc. ilUlitution beea.wc or its Ragsdale said.
-on the street" location in dowmo"'n
rOr now, the PhysiQI EdUatiOD
Portland. ';\\'e have people coming in

cla.sses or athletic practice.

or a college." Ragtdale pointed

;:r~~;Z!th:~l:~ ~~ia~
when the National VoUtyball Championships "'tre held hue with nearly
1.000 o( Ihe country's finest pl:tyers
taking part.

~~~r;.:;l::ail~:: J'ir~ant~~u (Be~a:~' J:::::lr ~~

TlIt! Dill,., of /J Cou/::;fI:ies, ~reuoa:J, F~ruary 7 and 9;
FlLlher P"nchlli. (Ray), February 21 and 25; The Music .Room
(Ray). Fe.bruary 28 lind Ma.rch 2.

Fint lntunutional TOUJ'nee or Animation: Ftbruary 14, 15. and 16,
~lf.'m. and 9:50 p,m. with a .5:00 p.m. mlilinee on Febru·
Film

H~lory

Serio (free): January fl. GTa~s Of Wroth and TJt~
LA"d; January 28. Pre-War GeTman films: Fcbn.la~.:t. Zqo th

fo::'~~ ~~~!:~:h!~:"~b~~~rr:.1) ~:::t::~tm~::';:;

Febrwu-y 25. To D'~ in Mndrid .and Belhlm4.
PSC Vanity B;u;ketball. February' 'I. Unh'enity nr Puget Sound; Feb-

~~!~tn~~;S;:~~~a;;~~:CCe~~Tiv~~~~;:r. ~!~U~~I:~ty A~r

~ starl at 8:05 I,.m. I'n the PSC gym 'nd are ~ed by
a (Tethnun rotItnl :al 6:00 p.m.
PSC Vanity wr-estlinl' February I, 8:00 p.m .• Oregon State U"i"er·

;!t:~e.~ru~:7;~;on!.·~·~i~~1 :;.~;~~ S~~OI~~Ts:
8:00 p.m.. Unh'enlty or W ..ibington. All contest$ will be held
in the PSC gym.

Febru~a~' ~e ~~lI~ke d~=~tq=~J=1

Le Cid by

On the other hand. J do think that cie-

~!~~; :~~~.'ir~~~~~~t ~~

In an interview, PhiLLip A. Joss, committee chairman
on building and other physical facilities for the Oregon State Board of Higher Education, and W. T.
Lemman, fr., Portland State College's Director of
Business Affairs., comment on campus design and
construction in

Urban Campus Architecture: Beauty or Blobs?
Question; Recently Pusident Wolfe
11lOUd in an Oregon Journal edi·

1IIas

;:~p: :f~,Tb~:t/'o :;:ut;i~~:g~a~~
to U/lct to this commt!fJt1
Mr. Joss: I don't feel they're "blobs",
I fed they're very attractive. I assume that he wants a transition between city and College and perhaps to

pus, the beauty of the campus.

Question: Do you look on psc as be·
ing unique in any way7
Mr. Joss: Portland State, of coune,
is unique in that it has no dormitories. Architecturally, I'm sure some of
the Board member~ are sympathetic
with Dr. Wolfe's desire to have the

I:e~~:re~:eso~~;:::;~~hi~a~O~~ f::ru~l~~dth~y ci~~l~~dtono~a!~ ~

not be called "blohs",
Mr. Lemman: J agree, to a certain
extenl, with the President. Some of
the earlier buildings like Cramer Hall
are architecturally undistinguished,
The:'! earlier problem o( having to site
buildings on square blocks led us to
building cubes which the President
objects to and. of course, this kind or
constraint is no lon~r with us because of the urhan renewal project.

~i:ti~~:i~hedWh::ch;~t:U;t:r~ouf:rltwth~:
ltind of an institution, in this time
and in this locatj01l1 What kind of a
campus would )'ou liJl~ to see and
what lIind Of buildings should we b~
building1
Mr. Joss: I would like to ~ what
you have now. Although, personally,

!:~~f t~i~ra;~~ge:~~~~~d~o:;~

terrl[jc. Those connect.mg the buildin~ along the Park Blocks, I lind
very attractive and handy_ I like the
variation of ~e .science building and
even the phySical education building
among the existing structures.

~~i~~:;;: th~o:~!eP~P~f ~i::i:~ii

some distance, I don't know. I ~alize
that there are those who don't want
PSC to get into the housing business,
and I see a situation where the city
should be able through private home
owners, apartment house owners,
and entrepreneurs like Mr. Davis to
provide those facilities and save the
College and the State, in a sense, the
expense of maintaining, administering and building of those properties.

"] don't feel they're 'blobs', ] feel they're very
attractive"
campus be a part of the city. And
there should be traruitional areas
from city to campus, architecturally
speaking.

Personally, I think it's not so much a
matter of theory as it is of practicalities.

Que.stion: Do you think we're achiev·
ing thi.s with our presetlt campus?
Mr. Jos.s: No. And I don't think thafs
Portland State's fault.

Question: We'u daily seeing nL'UJ expussions of .student u.sistance to beiflg .fWullowed up by the huge imper·
sonal academic e.stablishment. What
plans do we hpve to guarantee, as

Question: If you're .speaking in tenru
of fault, would ),ou care to (JJ.fign
blame? What do you see a.f the un·
derlying problem hereT

this is not going to happen here'
Mr. Lemman: I don't buy the pre.
mise to begin with. I Gm just wipe

~:~ !::~ oIW:!l,whsr;::!~~::' re~e:
did President Wolfe, Mr. Lemman
and others, that the new parking
structure should contain surface
areas and shops primarily for stu·
dents, but for others too. The Board
deferred action, however, feeling that
the situation should be looked at hard
and in the light of similar developments that might occur at other state
institutions. So that's really on the
table for the present, but I'm sure it
~ill be taken off the table and gone
IOta.

~s,.~ia~e:'t;;~tSth~~=:~e pc:,;:t,;..r ,t:;

~~rt~~::;eo: f~~in~,at thr:fl~~~
thrust of learning, the ~king of truth.
Thus, I'm opposed to a cosmetic approach to campus design which tries to
avoid "blobs", whatever those are, or
cubes, merely as an expression of
wme fad or cliche or to avoid being
uniform. We try to avoid some of the
materials that are faddish. We've
stayed with brick, concrete, wood,
some of the more stable elements
rather than going to colored alumi·
num and portionalized panels and
things which reflect architectural
cliches. I'm not saying that I'm satislied with the campus development 50
far. I think our new library is probably one of the fiTSt buildings on campus that reflecu; something of a more
or less timeless architecture,
Qu.e~tion: We under.stand th(tl you are
talkmg about decentralizing .some Of
fhe food services, lind putting .some
common lounge areas around the
campus, where [pcult., and .students
can come togetherT
Mr. Lemman: I think. this is one of
the expression~ of the attempt to fa·

~~!~~~ ~~V::i~i~f !t~~~ar:o~{~
we have in Cramer Hall and the third
£loor sidewalk cafe in South Park
Hall. But these can only facilitate
and attract. They can't induce $lUdent.faculty interaction. If students
and faculty don't want to talk to each
other, the existence of physical facili·
ties to do so are not going to make
them do it. There are lots of Cacili·
ties now that could be wed for a variety of things, but are not. That's why
in pan I reject the whole notion of
the imperwnality of a university. It's
the impersonality of people and their
reluctance to be energetic, to make
new friends, to have personal experiences, that creates an institution',
impenonaJity, not the impersonality

"If students and faculty don't want to talk to each
other, the existence of physical facilities to do so are
not going to make them do it"

of the buildings or th~ fact that you
use an ID number rather than a
name to register.
Que.stion: Is the architecture now a
~fje.ftion:
Well, do you buy the na- true reflection of the College?
tion that all around the country we
are seeing expressioru of discontent1 Mr. Lemman: No, I don't thini. so.
Have you hurd students express this Apin. we've been more in a position
kind 0/ .sentiment at Ber1t.t:ley and of catch·up than we have of planning
Question: Dan Davis, so far, is the some other places1
ah~ad, pretty much until right now.
We've had a science building for two
only person . w~o has really underMr. Lemman: Certainly.
yean now, of 13 or J4 rears of our
~s7:n ::.a!t~ta~z: ~uth~e:u~f~on:;:'g
existence,. So I don't think it neces.w~n the campus will be n'nged with Question: You don't thinll that this sarily reflecu. In fact. I'm
it
doesn', reflect in many areas the
private enterprises in th~ Davis con- will happen here'
ow
Mr. l.emman: I don't see that the qualities that we foresee and would
~hf~ :h~
far off do you physical plant has particularly to do hope for.
Mr. Joss: I am not prophet or seer_ with thaL
Mr. Joss : I don't 5ee it desirable lor
We'U have to follow the law of ec0PSC to emphasize too much iu own
but In the long run I feel the citizens nomics. And, yes, I would guess that Que.stion: Can the design and con· individual character as an academic
will be in accord.
.stroclion
of
the
physical
plant
contri·
ther~ would be private enterprise
community. Instead I see advantages
servIce areas, but whether they bute to a de/ense against this k.ind of of its merging iu identity with iu en·
Question: Do you p.s chal-rman Of the would meet solely PSC's needs is feeling?
vironment. I feel that a student who
State Board's Building Committee another question.
Mr. Joss: I think President Wolfe's is just spendin$" his time in the acafuresee the day when we will build in
suggestions of transition areas be- demic commumty and not .seeing life
terms of area.s in.!lead of i" terms of Que.slion: If what Mr. Davis has twttn city and campus can be: as it is lived in a non-academic combuildings?
started here is not continued, do ),ou achieved by shops and services pri- munity is isolated. PSC has that terMr. Jos.s: I'm sure we won't be build- as a member of the present Boord marily for college students, yet open rific advantage as compared with
ing all at once because of the limita- foresee at any time in the future IJ to members of the community. But some of the other institutions of highrion of ~inances; an exception being change in Board policy and a pursuit PSC is a relati\'ely small land area. er learning in this city and elsewhere
OTI which started fresh as a new in- of the droelopment of State livint; es· So it seems to me that the students in the State where for ph)'5ical reastitution. As fOT planning (or cam- tablishment.s ?n this campus, eIther will be bound in their daily activities sons they are 'more or less isolated.
puses, that has been done and is be. or the dormitory typ~ 01' coopna_ 10 go outside the campus. PSC is in Mr. L~mma1J: I would not like to see
such a central location that the town
ing done. The Board doesn't neces- lwes?
here any kind of a uniform campus
sarily get down to planning architec. Mr. joss: Yes, I personally feel that', is coming to the campus for lectures, designed like the University of Wash·
cultural activities, as well as classes
ington which is all the same shape
offered by PSC.
and texture. I think this is unrelated
Mr_ Lemman: I think that the physi. to an urban institution. When you
'.'1 don't see it desirnblc for
to emphasize too much
cal architectural aspects of the cam- walk downtown every building is difpus don't necCS$arily contribute to ferent. Hopefully in a semi-controlled
Its own individual character as an academic com.
the kind of thin~ yuu're thinking environment our buildin~ will communtty."
plement each other and yet be quite
diUerenL They would be cr the city
serenity. 1 don't think that campuses
tund details of a particular type of likely. Whether it will be on a cam. whkh are designed with that in mind rather than trying to be a little en·
clave
that's all designed in one school
building. But it takes into account the pus as such, or whether it would be have been any morr sllccessful in dealproblenu of the campuses as they a part of the city, or whether it ing with the unrest situation or the of architecture.
will grow, tbe efficiency o[ the cam· would ~ housing units located at impersonality situation than othen.
Continued "n Pag,. IJ

ges across the Parle Blocks. Do )'Ou
thinll these criticisms are valid1 Are
we like/)' to end up by destroying the
beau!:y of the Parit Blot:Jt.S~ and are
we lillel)' to It:t functionalism rule the
of this nn.r campus'
Mr. Joss: As a resident of Portland
they give me conCttn. The architects have usured us that they are
very well aware of it. I hope, frankly.
that the crosswalks will not follow
the pattern of the one attOM Broadway. which 1 lind heavy. It may present .a ch.aHenge to the architects. but
f think It can be done satisfactorily.

th.rign

you out by saying that I don't
buy the stuff about the impersonal·
ity of institutions.

'Ul'e

:!aiOju:

~~~~u:~~~an~70 ;;~lPa~ B~

psc

:::;~~tm;;~~e~~~~r::e S~~t i~~:;

Gregory
Baker

Wolfe
One hardly needs more than a
week at PSC, even in summer. to
hear about the possibility of pennanent junior standing. Many time5 in

1 happen to accept the proposition
McGeorge Bundy males in the cur·
rent issue of the Atlantic that in aca·

~~~~rsgat~ew~:;:ni~~:ew!:~~ ~:I~~e~:t~:~ ~~Itl~ee ;;:;:~~n:f ~:

prefer to see PSC remain the junior
partner of higher education's univer·
sity constellation: junior in size. quality
and influence. Even if I were not a
newcomer in your midst I would as·
sume some:: people' might have this
view. But those who hold it betray
their ignorance of policy. nrglect of
facts and blindness to trends in urban
education's demands and needs, here
and elsewhere.
But this apart I am impatient with
those who would-out of ignoranceddlate the currency you and my
predecessors have so carefully minted here. Besides other attractions of
Portland State for me were the evi·
dences I saw and felt among the fa·

~~~Y'tost;:tenotn ~h ~ed a~~!~~~:;
of our senior standing as an institu·
tion. I anticipate eagerly the hard
work we are now beginning together
of conceptualizing. debating and or·
ganizing the issues that will attend
our emergence as a university: de·
terminedly catholic in its respect for
the libenl tradition and determine::dly
contemporary in its outlook.

faculty. As such the president's job
is indispensable to realizing dreams,
breaking deadlocks. maintaining free·
dom and order. But tlle place to be·
gin in talking about the president is
the univeni!y. because the univer·
sity exists. Its needs define the presidency.
I choose therefore to frame my reo
marks about the state of the Col·
lege-in large questions intended to
ask what we are, what we want, how
we may get what 'we want and where
we may go when we have it. For
whither our college goes I ~o also. If
we get to heaven without gomg w hell
or detouring there too often. I believe
we will all have to work desperately
hard together.
We need to think about and learn
to live with the consequences of our
emerw=nce as a college and our
buildmg a new univenity, because as
they mllst be. our standards of teaching are bener and our standards of
performance are tougher. This alone
suggests some need for a change in
the tactics o[ recruitment and serious

~~~n~~d ~a~~:~i1:r e::;:r:nfulr~~:
gree ptogTams. But it calls for more.
It calls [or consideration by every

~~~t o~oUSt~! ~~~s:~e~el!v~ ~~~J:~~
and professionals.
How impeccable is our perfor.
mance as teachers? Do we meet our
elasses? Keep our office houni'
Contribute to student activities-individual couruelin~ and generally com·
port ou~lves m ways that excite
and build the respoJlSC' that generate

~e~ll~~ i;a~lr l:tbl~::t j:S9u~e5~
support? Is liberal education here at
least "alive and well", and not extinct. as Irving Krinol declared it
was in Fortune last Mayi'
If our perfonnana: merely underscores the well-known fact we are a
low cost, convenient place near home
and job that offen routine education.
we cannot aDd should not aspire be·
yond city colle::ge natus very fast or
very soon_

To return to our basic question.
How steadily and how imagmatively
are we as professionals working to
bu ild on our !?"idelines to become an
urban univen,ty_ that reacts and reo
lates to the city not just in past tense
but present and [ulurei'
We have a special obligation to
train both generalists and specialists
for life in the world of tomorrow. In
this connection what will our contri·
hution to solving the dilemmas of ur·
ban development bei' Will we close
our eyes to the disturbance change
occasions in our ven~ahle curricula
and academic customs? Will we
rush headlong into activity for activity's sale or [or the profit we may
see in consulting contracts?
The limi ts of the permissible and
the relevant for us as a teaching in·
stitution will need periodic reapprai·
sal. Growth of this kind is not always
fun; it can be hard and protracted,
exhausting and sometimes agonizing.
even if deeply satisfying.
I have touched on questions relat·
ing to our guidelines and our growth
because I believe they nttd refine·
ment and bea.use this refinement
must involve us all. I have not the
slightest doubt that your academic
work. and your professional activities
and legislative activity will define my
job in the development business of
this college. They will detennine how
the heart beat o[ this institution ad·
justs to the changing rate of nudent
blood intake hett. They will unques·
tionably affect the physical shape or
our buildings, size of [aculty and
growth in service!. They will enable
and prescribe the ways in which we
approach and change the unfavornble
position we occupy' vis-a·vis our sisters as an attractor of support: from
foundations. government - state and
federal - the private community, and
alumni.
Perhaps most important of all. the
academic progranu of PSC will exer·
cise decisive effect on the caliber o[
new young intellectua15 we attract
for long.term affiliation-not to men·
tion graduate study with us.
The Board has given first priority

:e::e o~ys~e:; ~fu~t~O ~:;.:el~

eluding the Ph.D. It is requesting
$1. 150,000 in financial support. If we
get it. PSC will be approximately on
the same level of support per FTE
student as Oregon Sta te and the Uni·
versi ty of Oregon. This has been a
long sought goal of PSC and has the
support of vital quarters outside the
College.
As we begin to dismantle the wall
that separates the college from the
outside community, so we must con·
tinue to lower the barriers between
departments on our own campus. We
must remember that a college rom·
munity i:, a kind of an urganhm. and
as such. its continued viability de·
pends on its absorbing the new and
excreting the wane.
Research grants and contracts play
major roles in this process of ingestion, digestion and elimination.
Though we are new to this fidd. our
initial batting average seems high.
Of the 112 proposals submitted

~~~ Y~;t'53~~rl ~~~e w~reg~r~v~~
had any right to expect. Thirty·five
per cent are still pending so we may
even do better.
I hope you ~e this collegiate world
of ours as I do: growi ng and striv·

peets. One of the lint things I want to
do when 1 get out and mo've ar<>und
in the community is find out just exactly what Portland hu given. what
its business, what its community
leaden. political and economic, have
in mind to do and at what price. The

~~:r ~intteI s~~~:':D~D~etOi~~~~~
dence of the institution which it has
had and must retain.
. . . a fellow alumnus of the very
same Bureau 1 worked for in the
State Department is none other than
the author of One Dimensioned Man,
Professor Herbert Marcuse_ He has
50 upset the American Legion they're
trying to get him OUl of San Diego
State. This roomineu of the DipJo.
matic Establishment may comfort
some of you and trouble others. I for

~i~kdOt~'!t ~c:u';! ~a:;anJjpro~~~
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world oriented to learning a nd development.
I hope you see it as President Kennedy saw his experience with governmen t-that when things are noncontrovenial and beautifully coordinated and all the rest, it must be that
not much is going on.
I hope you see it in FerJinghetti's
terms-as a beautiful place to be
born into if you don't mind happiness
not always being so very much fun;
if you dan', mind a touch of hell now
and then.
I see undergraduate education as
the heart of Portland State's educational activity for a very long
time.

One of the things I want "ery
much to do is find ,m hour or twO in
each week where somehow, on a fair-

:rk~nt~~,a~eb;~~iJ:~~~~I~n h~v~'7h~
pleasure and opportunity of sitting
down with students-not JUSt those
who are in the power structure, but
those who are just here-and talk
with them about what they're think!ng and how they're reacting to life
In general and to the institution in
particular.
I hope that you'll find me sometimes out, even out of the city, but
mrut always with the institutional development agenda either in my hip
pocket or in my hand talking about
It with somebody.
The Portla nd community, from
what I've read in the papers, expecu
a gTeat deal from the institution, and
yet I'm not at all sure that the Portland community has given all it
should for in exchange for what it cx-

are one dimensional they also have
only one opinion.
If the combination of Rusk, Marcuse, and Wolfe seems like an odd
collection, let me assure you that the
rantu of public 5ervice are filled with
enough independents and other types
to prompt our superiors in the government to remark as Wellington
once did of his troops: "1 don', know
if they scare the enemy, but by God
they certa inly scare me."
I hope it isn't too presumptuous of

me to dream a little of acting in ways
that may cause PSC's students. faculty, and administration to combine
contemplation with some new kinds
of action. 'What we might avoid is becoming so anesthetized we become
Prufroc1's of the Park Blocks. daring not to disturb our established
univer5C--or even to enter another.
That you are already challenging this
one and disturbing it with your questions was a large part of my attrac·
tion to come here.
I am nevertheless mindful, if not
entirely in accord with what some of
your attitudes might be. W. H. Auden
has capsuli~ one thought you may
be thmking, and which 1 may be
questioning this year: "We are all
here on earth to help each other. But
what the others are here for, God
(Joly knows:' You don't have to be
a n administrator very long to know
what being among the "others" is
like.
For faculty, students, and administrators, the.re is now here, and in the

;:~I~I:~rl~r ath~tia"sL n~~e!~e~hr~:
if we art: to demonstrate our relevance to saving the society so many
of us claim is sick.
Since our own internal alignmenu
and interest vary in time and with
the variables of issues that confront
us, we n~ to examine the simplistic
assumption increasingly made, that we
always know who the enemy is: the
faculty, student government, or its activity structure. If you have not found
out yet, you may one day learn that
the composition of alliances changes
with the problem and the time.
One doesn't need to join the Peace
Corps or VISTA to learn that community development isn't easy, but it
isn't impossible either_ You don',
even have to have been watching
Chicago, Guatemala, or Viet Narn in
living color [0 perceive that communities everywhere stand on the brink
OT sit in the midst of disa.ster, either
because they are violence-ridden, racially tense, poveny-stricken, or the
pawns of larger powers. Yeats put it
well long ago when he said:
Things fall apan.
The center cannot hold.
Mere anarchy is loose upon the
the world.
And why? I think one clear reason is that the promises of the old
cliches have gone unfulfilled too

long. You are no longer fooled thaf
access to civil righu in the United
is progressing fast enough,
that narrow opponunity structures of
the developing lands are broadening
soon enough. Vou do perceive that
child-parent relationships are being
strained by cataclysmic: changes in
the nature of the family. Studenu
who want adulu off their backs. who
want to find out for thermelves, why,
if they are old enou~b to die but not
mature enough to hve lives o[ their
own, the world isn't getting on with
the action.
1 think you .are absolutely righL
Our community, this community,
should begin to expect cbange and
innovation-teachers who will consider themselves students among Students, first among equals, willing,
however, on both sides to advance
understanding and to get pertinent
answers because we ask impertinent
questions.
States

What posture shall we assume as
community builders in this city and
in this world? Shall we, as the poet

~:Ii~g~~t~i oS:~:~~~~a~:ru;eg-;
full beard of walking anarchy. looking like Walt Whitman, a homemade
bomb in the pocket, aud desa:nd into
chaos?

ci;~~al!n~e ~a~~~fhdi~~~ l~~~b:
ing downward to disaster? This is
certain ly not my itinerary for a
meaningful JUnd of trip into the 70's,
and I do not propose we take it.
None of these problems of our academic economia or mec:haniC$ is ~o
ing 10 be solved merely by our declaring peace or war or long boycotu
011 each other. There is nit and grit
in them-and they will take serious
effon, long houn, ilnd constructive
negotiating skill of our governmental
constituencies, Our own Professor
Deinum has said, "Monologue is
rape; dialogue is love:'
J have suggested to the faculty
what I now propose to you: the establishment of two task forces-one
on university goals and one 011 university government. Let me speak
first to the Task Force on PSC goals.
It will be composed of faculty, students, and community leaders. lu assignment will be to define qualitative
componenu we should have in our
community, what qualities do we already have-and what ingredienu
need to be added . . . The Faculty
Senate (has) voted overwhelmingly
to make the Statement of Righu and
Freedoms of Students one of the seu
of goals this inStitution will strive to
put into practical effect. The content
of the Rights and Freedoms State·
ment brings us rapidly to the other
area of my priority concern-namely, modernized government that recognizes, respects, and requires maturity of performance. Without it I
don't believe we can move swiftly
ahead to unive~ity sutus.
1 confess it was disheartening to
find almost no student with whom J
could sit down and discus.s the problenu of student government when 1
fillt arrived here. Your absence
from the .scene underscores a vital
question: how can absentee politi·
cians exercise their franchise or assigned
responsibilities
effectively?
What concessions to continuity are
you willing to mue? And what

r:~dth~o;la~a;i~~eW~~~ :~ai~~
custom of vacation is ob$erved by
part. time mem~n of our commun·
Ity who say they want full-time political privileges?
I submit that it is moderately discouraging to find no group of stu·
dents or many people on thi.s campus who express confidence in the
government It has-student or faculty. I suppose I should give thanu
that at least if government is not
alive and well, it is at least srill
breathing_

If PSC is to attain and enjoy its institutional puberty as a univenity,
it's goillg to have to modernize its
government. It cannot and should
not be wet·nursed by an administration required by law to keep the
place open , to give routine courses
to routine people too apathetic or
turned off to their environment to
make it first-rate.
If we are to begin to make decisions on incidental fees that are different (rom what they are, to stlec·
tively open the academic policy bag
to some kind of wider participation
of students, to get on wilh the realiza·
tion of rights and freedom goals,
there will ha\'e to be a commcnsur~
ate and concurrent assumption of responsibility by student and faculty
governments.
No institution grows that ignores its
itS government, or neglecu to
Invite all of its members into intimate critical dialogue. No community prospers that is isolated or insulated from the isslles and the causes
that engage mankind. The recentlycompleted 222 page repon of the task
force at Columbia Univenity found
the University derelict on all oounu:
of unhealthy relationships with neigbbors. of improvisation. and evasion
by faculty and adminislTation which
functioned as rivals and thereby reduced the priority of student problems to tne very bottom.
By contrast, PSC is far ahead. I
ask your help in keeping us not just
ahead, but exemplary. I canUOl believe that this generation will sink
down exhausted like the bachelors
and old maids of Henry Ditch in
Spoon River, "not to bud again, because its pou~ntial for love was forced
back by fear- robbed of its power to
~7n:~gain in li£e's precariow gal".
~ls.

\ Ve have an opportunity to do something unique to~ether at a most critical time in bistory-our's and the
world's that will be watching.

Ex-Finance Director Asks Tax Overhaul
Ctmlirnud fr- P,,«fI 1
total costs than a decade ago. (Grea t
as the local increases seem. Oregon
ranks 4~rd among states in percent
of increase in current elementary
and secondary pet-pupil expenditures
in thev: last ]0 years.)
The picture in higher education is
much the same. Seemingly large ex-
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menu. The amount of tax funds per
student has risen less rapidly than
the general cost of living. Tuition and
student fees have increased much
fa!ter.
The straight jacket which hobbles
eduC".llionai growth is our reliance on
the property tax as its chid 5Quttt
of support. or course property taxes
are not used at all for support of the
Stale System of Higher Education.
and only [or a small part of the Community Coll~ funds. But post-high
sc;hool educatIOn is none the les.s influenced by the heavy dependence of
elementary and se:condary education
on the property tax.
In past years it was a common oc·
currence for the Ways and Me<lns
Committee to debate whether the

!:!!e m~~~~n~tC::-u5;~~gs~~~7~g;0 ~~

basic school support, to salary in<:teases or to higher education capital construction. Fortunately the last

very
sales
least
A

much higher percentage of a
or income tax would fall, at
directly, on Oregon residents.
second factor is the fear that

~:~d ta:::y i~r~~de~~e~tsr!t::r=:
then become added to high property
levies. After all, tbe amount that
would be raised by a ~% sales tax
exempting services, housing. food. feed.
seed. fertilizer and fuel is only about
equal to the rise in property taxes
over the past three years. And so
would be a 50% increase in rates of
the present personal and corporate income taxes.
In the case of the sales tax there is
the added factor of heavy additional
administrative expense, both in government and retail business.
Recognizing the likelihood that
these factors will lead to rejection of
either of these alternatives. many J>G"
liticians are tempted instead to seek
to remove voter objections to the
property tax by granting homestead
exemptions. This is a dangerous willo-the-wisp. In a suburban community
of homes it does nothing at all. In
general it merely shifts a heavier
burden to non-exempt property.
Somewhat better aTe devices which
involve payment oC property taxes in
hardship cases by the use of state
revenues---either directly ru; in the

"The straight jacket which hobbles educational
g;rowth is our reliance on the property tax as its chief
SOUTce of support"

.,.
rl¥o sessions have taken ca~ of salary increases earJy in the $CSSion.
But property tax relief and distribu·
nons to community colleges have
~n added to the last minute com·
Jktition with capital construction.
One of my IMt acts as Director of
Finance in 1967 was to present the
Cfovernor'l recommendation for a

~ a~~rsriation
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voten had
property tax
support Cor it. In doing $0 I had no alternative but to advi~ the legislators

t~own

a
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Higher Ed-

present Oregon senior citizen program or by income tax credits and
refunds as Wisconsin does. These
could provide real easing of stress at
less COSt than general relief, particularly if combined with steps to eliminate the la~ tax jumps that accompany the present reassessment
cycle and to provide Cor more flexible installment payment of property

tax.

was not just an added tax. Obviously
it would need a base likely to expand
with need.
2. TillS new tax shou Id bear a
much closer relationship to educational benefits received than do
property taxes, which CaU heavily on
the old. the low paid worker and the
fanner.
3. It should not result in a massive
shift in incidence from business to
individual.
4. It should involve a minimum of
administrative COSt in public expendilUre or private effort.
It is possible to have all these
things. The general structure re-

~ressutt5

for property tax

r~ief

Perhaps the greatest hazard is that
new revenue measures proposul by
the Legislatuu will be unacceptable
tp the people. Certainly this seems a
i.n creases in the present personal inc.ome tax. Let us look at the case
turning to these taxe! we are
told are the only alternatives.

~n5(

The prime case against each is that
ie would re5uit in a massive shift in
direct tax impact from busines5 to
individuals. Only about one third of

~~~. P~h~i~?a ~~~
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tage is bornt' by Oregon residents ul·
timately. in the form of renL5 and
cosu of locally consumed products.
the fact is that a high percentage is
1~ on to out-of-state consumers
oC such things as wood products,
meub and electronic equipment. A

•

295.'

141.6

161.3

187.9

-Th ... fiprlrl a,.... not th ... sam ... lU local
taxes lor Ji!rllt:ral r...aS<ms. They do
not include aJpital outlay and d.ebt serviu.
a matter to which I will utUnl. S.-.c~:md.
tQ.Jl' leuilrl are alwllrjs larger than ... xp.-.nditurel.
both beaJ_ Of the J~ dUcount allowed for
prompt f4ym<mt and bee."...... th", a1"4 nat
{dl colfecllld in the yeor levied, which in a
Period of riling expense, iJ not offle/ by prior
years" t4X1rl rolkcllld.

fn"of1m"l:y

Now, what would the proposed tax
raise again in millions of dollan:

Wag£$ and Salaries

The rates could be quite low-2%
if 00 ~xemptions were allowed. 2~%
or less with exemptions of $600.00 per
penon.
There need be no fear of loss of
local control. Even if the entire tax
were unifonnly imposed throughout
th~ state and disttibuted equally per
pupil to all districts. there would still
he local control of expenditure. One
district might Opt for fewer but high.
er paid teachers. another the opposi te. etc. Special needs might be
met as they are now through existing state appropriations for necessary small :schools, handicapped and
retarded children and other proBut it is not necessary to go that
far toward equality of opporwnity,
desirable as I think it would be. It
is quite easy (0 leave the level of expenditure to local option. The em-

<lelearly not ju.st enough, but more than enough) is
raised to abolish property taxes for current educa·
tional operating expense"

other taxes. And. as property taxes
continue to rise, the tendency will be
to expand the cases of "hardship"
claim and transCer the "crisis" to
narrower classes of property.
It ~ms to me that what should be
sought is a tax program difCerent
than any of those commonly advocated that meets the following criteria:
1. It should produce enough revenue so that property taxes would
not be n~ed for current educational
expenses. By eliminating property
tax levies entirely [or this purpose
the voten would be assured that it

262.9

;l~~~. a~~li~~a=afa:e~~y th~e e~:
dividual levy would fall on all personal net receipts and the wage and
salary taX would not have a regressive ceiling. Indeed it might be desirable to provide a fixed exemption
such as in the present income tax
on the individual side.

~r~~~~: !f :~e~:e~:ivt:!r:
sp often

Current expenditu1'Q

CalendD,. Ye47"

will

:fN ~ 1;~~~O%a~n e~~I~~~ing

FiSCtlI Y ...ar
elemental")' I:. IeCODdary 240.6
Existing State and
FcdenJ Aid

quired is a levy on personal income
paid by the individual plus a levy on

_ After this yeaTs initiative to limit
property taxes to l~% of value, the
1969th~~:~~~n.fh!n~~~ :ft c~~
in Higher Education appropriations as

from
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"Perhaps the greatest hazard is that new revenue
measures proposed by the Legislature will be unacceptable to the people"

g""ru.

Even that is me.rely the best of
poor alternatives. It still leaves education largely tied. to a pro~rty tax.
base and absorbs rather than expwds revenue for education from

Contin t.lt'd

ployer paid lax could be imposed at
a uniform rale throughout the state
and distributed as part of basic
school support to achieve moderate
equality. The rate of lax on individuab; could be determined by each distriCt for its own resident5. It would
stili be COIlt'Cled with the state income tax but returned to the levying
district rather than pooled for common distribution.
Now let us look at ~me figures
and see in more detail how well the
criteria established are met. First.
what waS" actually spent from property taxes. in millions of dollars:

P~nal

I ncome

Total
2% of total

8.863
111..5

S.787
6,122
~§.:2Z!
9,571 10,096
191..
201.9

Clearly not just enough" but more
than enough. is raised to abolish
property taxes for current educational operating expense, even w ing a
ca.lendar year base to allow a lag for
collection and distribution. I intended
it should. A new Lax should have the
enthu~iastic support not only of the

t;

r.:~? 1~% p:~~r ev~::h~es:sW~hu~:
of market value) but abo of those
who ucognize and want to remedy
unmet educational needs. Comider
these not so bright facts:
• Less than one-fifth of 'kindergar.
len age children have a chance to
attend public kindergartens.
• Eighteen percent fewer students
graduated from high school in 1967
than entered ninth grade in 19M.

h~~;orn~d~~~tir: ~san~~~~

or·
:schools_
• Community college and college
students bear 'more than 80% of the
real costs of their own education. In
"real costs" 1 include the economic
valu~ of their time.
Since they are
almost an among the brighter. more
industriow high school graduates
and probably avenge nearly two
years of college training thtte is little reason to doubt they forego at
least $3.000 each a year in earnings
while attending school. Not jwt reduced tuition but additional aid is
n«'ded by many.
• There is still a :serious Jack oC
graduate educational opportunity in
the Portland area.
• Assistance for private school students at all levels becomes more UJ'gently n«'ded each year.
It might also be desirable to pay
for some capital outlay. 1 would not
do :so for school sites and buildings
for several reasons. First, the location and design of these are matten
of strong local feeling. Second. there
is a wide variation in the amount of
existing plant and local equity in it.
Finally. I would hope that by paying
for maintenance from largely statewide sources but leaving construction
to the local property L.a."( there would
be fewer costly :schools built for the
ages only to become functionally obsolete in a generation.
The prol>05ed tax mc~ts the paramount requirement of replacing propContinued on Pale 7

Realistic, Unavoidable

The Wilderness Challenge
trySalPlMcKinneJ

Tht" classroom of the Porlland
Stale College Outdoor Program is
the wilderness environment of moun·
tain, river :'Ind forest. For the program. the wilderness exists n Ot as
something to be possa~, invaded
or appmpriated bUI a! a medium
through which expressive response,
~lr.diM.O\<ery and learning can oc-

cur.
1 t is the premise of the program
that the outdoor environment pre·
a $C,des or realistic, definable
and unavoidable challenges 10 which
the student must respond. Wilder·
ness chaUeugt:5 are presented to
some 200 men and women student
members of the OutdOOr Program
through classes. week·end trips and
summer expeditiuns. Core 3ctivitio
~nL$

~mer

arOlllllJ lIIoumaineerirlg.

long-

distance kayaking ilnd wimer sid
louring. I'
The nalUre of the student's re-

d:n~e~~ra~heid~ld~:C~heCh~I~~~m~:
use of the environmcm for learning
•~"~rjel1c~. Trat\jtio,l)ally. the OUldoors and mOSt college: "outdoor
dubs" are considered ill tenns of
their recreational values. The objective of the PSt: program. JlOwe\,er.
is tn move beyond recreation, be-

~~n~u!fa~:~ te:t;;ijt!~ae:ll t~)(::fb::f~~

and a dimensiona l awareneg of the
~'orld in which he exists.
Students within the contemporary
society, perhaps more than any other generation. desperately need an
equivalent of the wilderness experience; a frontier that is fixed and
contains forces that are unyielding.
uncompromising. and indisputable lO
lest themselves against. to see who
a nd what they are and to de\'elop
some notions about what they might
become.
To an older generation. the e5stnLial testing experience might have
been the equivalent o f a Vermont

=1~~r·O;n:laj:6 :a\~:mrar:: aH:~
many of these equivalencies actually exist for students in I) resent 50delY? Where Gin they find a fron·
tier tl') cnmhine an idea with iu action-a three dimensionA l action because il is emotionill. intellectual,
and physica I. The classroom. the
joh, e:lch of th cse~ of [ounc. provide
some opportunities. The key to sueces, in th~ encounters.; however. is
eXlernal-something students have to
learn, somelhing they Inust become
in oreler to funcrion. " 'hat the wilderne~5 environment offers a student is
an :lctinn possibility with their "here
am.1 I\OW" es.perience 10 define pre·
sent ~iJ;ni fi ca n c:e in place of abstr.lct
fUlUre.

of wilderness experience.
Recreation and technique 5u,tain
Society. the educational system.
the student: they do not define him_ and parents impose limitations on
It is the definition of a s tudent as a
sludents. Tirrte. educatiu\1, :md their
person that is possible through parti- own maturity will eliminate many or
cip:uion within the program: :I def- these limitations. Those that they iminition each ~tudcnt makes HC himpose on themseh-es. howe"eJ'. are
selF, OIU of his ell:periences and re- crippling. In a diWcult outdoor sitsponsel. The detnand.$ of wilderness uation where failure to act implies
provide e .. ell student with opportuni- phpiral tlhcnmflltl or even injury.
ties to witness his own reacdons un,Ier strC§s. From these reactions. he one goes beyond ""hal he thinks be
am do to try somethi ng he must do.
t"n clevelnp concepts aboul himsel£,
In ~urvjvaJ sessions. students are
hil'> :thiljti~, hi~ relations to other;
:+.'i ked to "an:d)'7.e the content of 3d~
\enar)'." Are the problems and dan·
gt'rs real or imagined~ I£ you can
build :t fire but elect to "1("'C on. you
are ,till in ch;lr~ of your condition
1>e(';1I1\C you have selected :111 option.
The enid i'l no les'l cold ; only the altitude i.s ch:mged_ " I can't" is
dl<lnged to "I'll try."
If it workS in the woocJs, 011
II mountain. on a rivet, the same
cha nge of auhude might \\'Ork al
harne. 3t school. or on the job.
And lastly. in wilderneu experience there is the possibility of joy,
the sen5t' of feeling fully alive. the
lovely innocent sense of wonderment
that seems tn be squeezed OUI
01 m;my of today"s stmlent by the unlovely world aUaul them.
In wildernos, thc legacy tJ.:u
~houJd be thein still exists. Jt h the
legacy of a t·omp~hen.sible orrler in
an environment nOt nec~lrily desi~ned ror human haIJilatioll. but one
in whid, high aspir.ttion:'i fiud luUill·
menlo TJlis i~ not ,Ill en\irllmlll:1II $[U·
dellts should ha\e to de/ille; it is one
the) should experience.
On an) w~kend. faJ!, 'Wimer. and
spring, the program might have un-

derway a kayak tour to a river or

pedilions a re being pla nned to the

~~~~~~ 1~~~~n,rO;:k~~!:~gcl:~~t ~~ :r1~~Mo~ia~;~~alf~~~fti~~er~~;~
1\11. Hood nr ;l ski tour somewhere in
lhe Qiscades. I n return for the training that one sludent receives frOID

atteillpt a combina tion ski tour- and
climbing ell:pedition -across the Juneau ice field in Alaska. A filth kay-

~~Ot~~~ iSte~~~ i7tPI:~ :o~r~n ~~~~ ~: ~~~i~~nB~ti~in&f~:n~i~ ar~dth~
The PtOb'Tam maintains its own leadcr groups from wilhin itself.
The program objective is to keep
heCore the stutten t the kind of chalIcngc IhlH will maintain his imcrest
:11111 l'lIcourage him to become techniGllly better within whatever aeti ,'ity he pUI'$Uf":'> . Mountaineering expe<iitio no; h~\Ve taken Students 10 the
Tetun and Wind Rh'er ranges of
\Vyoming, the Canadjan Rockies, and
the mounl~ins of sou theastern Alas·
ka. and In the summits of mon majnr Northwest peaks.
10 17·foot kayaks. slUdent~ have .
probed the inland water way of Alas-

mid-summer group will make a IOday kayak circuit through tht Rowron Park area of Alberta. Canada .
The program operates as a student
boud within the PSC Dcpartment oC
Educational Activities. under the
chairmanship of Miss Cathy Vaughan.
a junior. As a student program. it
rec.:eives nominal ~u~~jng for balie
equipment a nd same operating cosl-S.
Stmlellls pay their own personal 5h~e
of food and transportation costs on jl,lJ
trips a nd expeditions. All dasses lre
nOIl.fee. non-credit and Students aUe.('d
on a volunteer basis.
~
The program [unctions without a~i\y

mO:'il popular summer kayak expedi-

=~u~~~~!in~ ~~:hi.~" th~~~a~ndr;-'~~

!~~I ~~~ t:~~:lbi~i:~ i~o m~~th~~~~

~;I~;t!l :':hc~ t!~~t1~~ad::~n~ul~~~
boau as far north as Nanaimo, .B.C.
the i)land c hain to Vic-

~~~a.travGI

ext summer. mountaineering

tX-

prescribro set of regulations_

Tax Overhaul Asked
Con,inued lrom Peltl If

t:rty taxo lmd addinJ:: fumh lor expantling education. It should bt: dedi.
COlted to etlucalion - the Educational
Opportunit), Tax.
What of the other criteria?
Income. I)articularly {rom wages..
s;lIaries 1md self employment is
largely the product o r education. It
will be increasingly 50 in an ever
more technical. specialized world_ A
tax on income thertfore is a rair
pri[~ t<I pay (nf education recei"ed_
It is alw rair for the employe.r 'Who
g-dins the educated emp loyee to pay
part of that price. Not all income can
be credited to education. Certainly it
i~ fairt!!'. howevt:r, co tax income
from all investment than onl), one
fonn of inv~lment as we do witb the
property tax.
Because of the employer share o{
the proposed tax-about -10% with no
persona l c"(cmptions and abou t 45%
if individual exemptions were allowed-the great l:hih from bwint:SS

Th~r

the outdoor ~nvi:ronment. A sense "0£
"good form ," and doiog what one
~a:w~f haen '!;d~r ~ ;r!~~li~rt~
lem $Crvcs as the ruling guid~ or the
program.

"

to individual in "bandoning propttty
taxes is avoided.
Finally. administratiOn would Invoh'e onl), an extra line Or tWO on the
current personal income tax ~turn ir

~~kta:r ':i,e;ei~d~~fdr:::.J S~~~~~Jd1:

withheld and remitted with current

;~~~olfrnr.;t: :~Jdse~~yeml~~~

there would be solne initial problems due to lack 01 data on income
by school district. but lM:se. would
quickly disappear. A uni£orrn withholding rate could still be used.
Obsolete financing is of course- nOt
the whol~ problem with educ:uion finance and I don't wish to leave the
imprt'$Sion 1 think it is. There are
major needs (or better communication within educational circles and betwetn them and the larger community.
The Ivory Towe.r i.~ at leau as 0bsolete as the propert)' tax_ But that is
another story.

My Students
by Tho""" Burnam

Well, they're not really "mine," of
course; of all my students, the ones
in my creative writing classes (Aqvanced Fiction, Advanced Poetry)
would, in fact, be least likely to consider themselves anybody's but their
own. But it's hard not to feel a proprietary interest in them as you
watch that most amazing classroom
miracle, the welding into a cohesive,
interacting group of the often shy,
sometimes arrogant (because they are
shy), always individualistic, occasionally lary but ~erally hard-working,
and forever fasanating individuals who
want to try themselves and their talents
in a very tough arena indeecl
Most of them have taken other
wnung courses ("Prerequisite: Wr
212 or consent of instructor," the catalog says). Some are clearly shopping around, perhaps looking for
whatever magic formula will tum
them into writers (I don't have one),
perhaps merely seeking a kind of
cameraderie, a sense of belonging,
that creative writing classes (they
are necessarily both small and informal) can offer, the hig lecture
sections cannot. Some - a small minority - have ambitions of commercial success; they want to do
sbort stories for Playboy, which pays
more than anybody, or My Most Interesting Character for Readers Digest, or Pursuing the Wild Teal for

Argosy.
I don'tJiWoourage these latter few.
(You soon learn not to discourage
anyone, no matter what you teach,
if you are worth your salt. I might
add that you . can discourage students
just as effectively by being too soft
as you can by being too hard.) I do
point out to them that Famous Writers School is better adapted to their
goals than a college class, which
does however offer them a chance the only one they'll ever get as writers - to experiment freely, do what
they want, find out if they really
think they ought to spend their lives
turning out personality pieces for
Redboo". I also point out that since
the free-lance writer, a vanishing
breed in any case, enjoys rrobably
everyone's dream of the idea way to
work for a living, assuming you have
to work for one (stay where you
want, set your own hours, knock off
when you feel like it, make oodles of
money and drive a Jaguar), it's
hardly to be expected tha t you'1I
achieve success with much less train-

ing and experience than, say, a

sur~

geon must undergo; the competitioo's too fierce; ask any writer who
doesn't happen to be a Founder, or a
Distinguished Faculty, or whatever
they call themselves at Famous
Writers.
Many of them do have talent. I
have learned long since, in some
.twenty years of teaching creative
writing (Good Lordi Twenty Years?
But it's true), that it isn't talent that
separates the successes from the failures in writing. It's dedication, or
drive, or commitment, or whatever
you want to call it. Many of my past
students could have gone on to success as writers; some few of them
have. Those who did wanted to very
much. They were not always the
"best," though sometimes they were.
Talent (I'm not talking about genius)
is a fairly widespread commodity,
actually. I'm not sure, in spite of the
parenthesis preceding, that it cannot
sometimes turn itsell into genius, or
whatever the critics call genius, under the right circumstances. Was
Dreiser, for example, a genius? That
bumblin~,
awkward,
cliche-ridden,
womaniZing, petulant, ladies-magazine-editor type? If he was - and
I'm inclined to think SO - then surely
it was because there burned in
Dreiser so fien:e a determination that
it literally consumed his enormous
deficiencies, rendered them meaningless against the powerful urge of
his writer's daemon_
8

But none of us who teach creative
writing either get, or expect, very
many latent Dreisers. What we do
get is impossible to categorize. There
are, I suppose, a few more or less definable types, though I dislike using
the word "types" about people so
very much individuals. There is the
girl (usually it's a girl) who won the
State Contest in high school, to whom
Creative Wri ting is something all
shining and misty-like, full of sad little stories that end, Sobbing. she threw
herself across the bed. (I once forbade
a class of mine to write any sobbingshe-threw-herself-across-the-bed stories.
And so, obviously: one of the best students in the class wrote one of the best
stories in the class. And guess what its
last sen tence was?)
Or there is the neat-minded lady,
not necessarily middle-aged, who has
a Call to do Poetry. Poetry, to her,
means something entitled My Son
Was Five Today. Or maybe My Son
Was Fifteen Today, in which case he
discovers sex instead of kindergarten. And the devotee, of any age or
sex, of what I call the dot-dot-dot
school of poetry. You know: it goes
like this:

Trees . ..
Waving wildly in the wind
Alone . ..
Yet . . . Somehow . . .
Together . ..
And the student who has become
firmly convinced that a short story
isn't a short story unless the writer
hits the reader across the chops with
a wet flounder in the last sentence.
(He thinks O. Henry is a great writer
because he always had a surprise
ending for you.) And those who think
that neither story nor poem should
say anything, just evoke a mood or
something. They've been corrupted
by Poe, I suppose, 'who tended to define his short stories as if they were
lyric poems.
And - but already I'm a little
ashamed of myself. Because these
types aren't types, really; they, liIr.e
all the others, are persons, individuals; and many a My-Son-Was-FiveToday poet has ended up (not be·
cause of me, but because of the help
writers get from other writers in the
<:lass, because of the help, in fact,
they get from themselves) by turning in quite respectable work indeed,
having discovered that it isn't what
every mother feels that makes a
poem; it's what this mother feels,
this particular one.
When, on the goof course (Freudian slip; I'll leave it in as I remember my las t IS-hole score) or at
lunch, it is elicited from me that I
sometimes teach Creative Writing at
Portland State, somebody always says:
Boy, you sure must get a lot of those
Longhairs and Protesters, right? Yes, I
do. And I wouldn't try to change it.
True, sometimes the protest is directed
at me (after all, I'm long past 30 boy, am I long past 301); and sometimes it hurts a bit; but handling the
student who isn't aware of the nature
or direction of his hostilities is not a
problem confined to writing classes, believe me. They sometimes like to use
the four-letter words, which can upset
the My-Son-Was-Five-Today lady, admittedly. I don't tell them not to; if
you don't let your students express
themselves in a class designed to allow
them to express themselves, I can't
imagine what in the world you think
you could hope to accomplish.
As for protest, what art-form isn't
protest? There are plenty of stories
and poems (and paintings and songs
and sculptured Cupids in gardens) to
remind us that Life can be Beautiful
even when it so often isn't. My writteTS - I hope, anyway - want to wake
us up, not lull us back to sleep. If
they shout a little loudly sometImes,
a little angrily, sometimes awkwardly and in confusion, more power to
them; at least, as they say, they're
in there trying. 1£ they want to paint

themselves purple and wear hair to
the knees, O.K.
When, about three quarters of the
way through the term, you suddenly
realize that, by God, you've got a
class going for you, a group in which
the middleaged poetess and the highschool contest winner and the longhaired lad who keeps turning in stories about pot, or whatever they're
calling it this week-and even the dotdot-dot devotee-are all involved, all

respecting each other, knowing that
Middleage isn't going to write about
what they write about but accepting
this as Middleage accepts them and
their struggles-when you suddenly
realize, in other words, that the customary miracle has happened, you
wonder why you ever dreaded that
first awkward day before you knew
them, and they knew you. And, most
importantly, each other. Perhaps, now,
they even know themselves just a little
better.

Urban Campus Architecture . ..
Cont. fTom Page J

Question: We saw one attempt to add
a beauty mark to the PSC face with
the Tom Hardy screens on South
Park Hall. Would you Javor mOTe of
this sort of thing7 Does the Board
have a sub-committee, which would
correspond to an aTts commission, to
study 'this sort of thing7
Mr. Joss: I personally don't know
what the reaction of the taxpayers
would be, but I have heard no complaint of the Tom Hardy fountain at
Lincoln High, which I think is very
beautifuL The Board does not have a
sulH:ommittee or committee which
deals just with aesthetics, and I don't
know that I would favor it. I think,
again, it shouldn't be the centralized
Board telling the colleges and universities what to do in that regard, but
that it should be the other way
around, from the colleges and universities to the Board.

Question: Should the colleges and
universities and the Board itself be
doing more in this (lrea1
Mr. Joss: I cannot speak to what extent the Board should concern itself
and lead more in the area of aesthetics. Personally, I'm very strongly in
favor of good art, of great art, and
feel that it is practical and functional!
But I cannot say that the general
public necessarily agrees with me
when it comes to be paid for with
public monies and with the financial
situation in which the state is now.
I would feel, as Mr. Lemman does,
that there are priorities so important
for Portland State, as well as for the
other institutions, from a building
standpoint, that we shouldn't risk
those priorities by trying to force
aesthetics down
the Legislature's
throat.

John Mosser has
been
making
front page news
in Oregon for
more than a decade, and he does
so again wi th his
lead
article
in
Perspective on a
possible solution
to some of the financial woes of
his adopted state. He is highly qualified to write such a piece, having
served in the 1957, 1963 and 1965 regular and special sessions of the State
Legislature, as Chairman of the 196566 Legislative Fiscal Committee, and,
in 1967, as Director of the State Department of Finance and Administration. He holds the A.B. cum laude
from Princeton University'S School of
Public and International Affairs, the
L.L.B. from Yale, and is a practicing
attorney in Portland.
Tom Burnam is a Professor of English at Portland State College and a
man who seems to derive huge plea.
sure from teaching and writing. He
has the Ph.D. from Washington, a
background of teaching in the United
States and Europe, and a frighteninglylong list of publications. As 10 ciVIC

Question: Is the cooperation of the
City of Portland all that we could
for at this point in planning the new
campus in the urban renewal area7
Mr. Lemman: I think generally speak-

as"

ing we've had excellent cooperation
with the city. My personal observation
is that we're faced with some building
code problems with which the whole
construction industry is faced. We've
had good cooperation from all city departments, including the Planning
Commission. Certainly we've had outstanding coopera tion from the Development Commission, the urban renewal agency.

Question: What about the Governor's
budget7 Do you think its overall construction recommendations are rea 1istic1
Mr. Joss: I do. For exainple, it okayed
all auxiliary enterprise projects.

Question: Would you say that the present Board prio.'ities fOT long-range
construction aTe realistic?
Mr. Joss: I think PSC only has its
parking structure No.3, a self-sustaining project, in the etllire plan.
The Governor's budget is probably
realistic in total and o( course he's
followed the Board's priority, so you
can't criticize him for selecting the
projects that he did. I don't believe
the Governor's budget has adequate

provision for maintenance and services, such as we've suffered from in
the past biennium.
MT. Lemman: There is some small
increase, but a fraction of what the
Board requested.
Mr. Joss: Well, that isn't building as
such, but the maintenance of the
building is very important. And the
State System has been suffering badly in that regard.

acuvlues, he votes, and his hobbies
are confined to "incredible golf, passable photography, execrable fishing,
and mild motoring".
One has a suspicion that if Sam
MCKinney had been alive a century
and a half earlier, he would have
greeted the Lewis and Clark party
wi th a steaming pot of coffee and a
well-equipped camp when it reached
Astoria. He is one of those men who
are equally at home on the sheer face
of a moun fain, kayaking on wild waters, or helping students at a metropolitan college. McKinney is Special
Instructor of the Outdoor Program in
the PSC Office of Educational Activities, and a gifted writer, photographer, and designer.
College senior Clyde C. Keller,
whose photo of PSC's roof-top track
and Library West appears on page 3,
gained recognition among the nation's
press photographers last spring when
he was designated official Oregon photographer for the late Senator Robert
F. Kennedy during the Oregon primary. The then 20-year old junior
was selected for the assignment when
the Senator's WaShington staff saw
some of his photos taken during the
Senator's initial visit to Portland State's
campus.

